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A Comparison and Assessment of  Hybrid Filter Topologies and Control  
Algorithms  
Chapter 1 Introduction  
1.1  Introduction to Power Quality 
In  recent years,  the increasing application of power electronic equipment which results in the 
generation  of harmonic  current  components,  combined  with  changing  system  characteristics,  is 
resulting in higher distortion levels throughout power systems. Harmonic distortion problems include 
equipment  overheating,  capacitor  fuse  blowing,  excessive  neutral  currents  within  buildings,  and 
inaccurate power metering [I, 2]. Additionally, the harmonic resonance may cause serious problems 
such  as  overvoltage  in  the  power system.  Harmonic  distortion  in  the  power system  and  within 
customer facilities is receiving increased attention. As technology becomes more advanced, equipment 
becomes more sensitive to fluctuations in voltage along the distribution line. With the widespread use 
of  harmonic generating power electronic-based devices, the control of harmonic currents is becoming 
increasingly important.  Power quality  is  now viewed from a  system perspective rather than as  an 
isolated instrument problem. 
To address harmonic issues, IEEE developed the IEEE5l9-l992 standard [3]. Table 1.1  and Table 
1.2 are the two main criteria IEEE established for the evaluation of harmonic distortion. With more 
restrictive  limitations  on  harmonics,  both  on  utility  and  customer  sides,  more  investigation  and 
attention has been focused on how to analyze and mitigate harmonic effects in power systems. 2 
Table 1.1  IEEE519-1992 standard current distortion limits for general distribution systems (120V 
to 69kV) 
Isc/k  <11  11-17  17-23  23-35  >35  TDD 
<20  4.0  2.0  1.5  0.6  0.3  5.0 
20-50  7.0  3.5  2.5  1.0  0.5  8.0 
50-100  10.0  4.5  4.0  1.5  0.7  12.0 
100­
1000 
12.0  5.5  5.0  2.0  1.0  15.0 
>1000  15.0  7.0  6.0  2.5  1.4  20.0 
"Total demand distortion (TDD) " shown in Table 1.1 is defmed as:  TDD  =  100  ~!  I; 
I ML  n=2 
IML is the maximum 60Hz demand load current(15-30 minute demand) 

Isc is the maximum short circuit current at point of  common coupling (PCC) 

IL is the maximum demand load current (fundamental frequency component) at PCC 

Even harmonics are limited to 25% of  the odd harmonic limits shown above. 

Table 1.2 IEEE519-1992 standard voltage distortion limits 
Bus Voltage at PCC  Individual  Voltage 
Distortion (THD%) 
Total  Voltage 
Distortion (THD%) 
69kV and below  3.0  5.0 
69.00kV - 161kV  1.5  2.5 
161.001kVandabove  1.0  1.5 
1.2 Harmonic Sources 
Nonlinear loads are the main harmonic sources in electric power systems. A nonlinear load is an 
electrical device which draws current discontinuously or whose impedance varies throughout the cycle 
of  the input voltage waveform [4]. Switch mode power electronic converters play an important role in 
generating harmonics  on both the  load and source distribution lines.  Thus with the  application of 
power  electronic-based  technology  to  many  electrical  loads,  a  multitude  of harmonic  generating 
devices are present in residential, commercial, and industrial levels of the power systems. Several of 
the common sources of  harmonics present are given below [5]. 
Switch-mode power supplies for personal computers, copy and fax machines, etc. 
Adjustable speed motor drives for air conditioning, machine tools and elevator motors. 
Fluorescent lighting. 3 
Solid-state converters. 
Industrial processes such as induction heating and electric welding. 
Electrochemical processes. 
1.3 Present Filtering Approaches 
The most common approach for harmonic and power factor correction resorts to the use of shunt 
passive  filters,  which  consist  of tuned  LC  filters  and/or  high-pass  filters.  These  devices  have 
advantages ofbeing simple to design, cheap and reliable. However, shunt passive filters have problems 
which  discourage  their  applications.  A  shunt  passive  filter  exhibits  lower  impedance  at  a  tuned 
harmonic  frequency  than  the  source  impedance  to reduce  the  harmonic  currents  flowing  into  the 
source. In principle, filtering characteristics of  the shunt passive filter are determined by the impedance 
ratio of the source and the shunt passive filter.  Therefore, the shunt passive filter  has  the following 
inherent problems [6-11]: 
• 	 Mistuning due to component tolerances of the inductors and capacitors, typically  ± 10%  from 
nominal value,  variation of component values due to  temperature change, aging and so on will 
strongly affect the filtering characteristics. 
• 	 The  source  impedance,  which  is  not  accurately known  and  varies  with  system  configuration, 
strongly influences filtering characteristics ofthe shunt passive filter. 
• 	 The shunt passive filter acts as a sink to  the harmonic current flowing  from the  source.  In the 
worst case, the shunt passive filter falls in series resonance with the source impedance. 
• 	 At  a  specific  frequency,  an  antiresonance  or  parallel  resonance  occurs  between  the  source 
impedance and the shunt passive filter, which is the so-called harmonic amplification. 
Because of  these problems, electric power engineers are paying more attention to active filters as 
solutions to power system harmonics. Since their basic compensation principles were proposed around 
1970, much research has been done on active filters and their practical applications [6-19]. In addition, 
state-of-the-art power electronics technology has enabled engineers to put active filters into practical 
use. In addition to sophisticated PWM inverter technology, the development of so-called "p-q" theory 
introduced by Akagi [20] and the Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) approach suggested by Divan 
[16] have made it possible to put them into a practical testing stage. Active filters have been developed 
to make a non-linear load appear as an ideal linear unity power factor load on the AC mains. 
Figures 1.1  and 1.2 show the most fundamental active filter configurations. The shunt active filter 
is  controlled to draw a  compensating current,  ie'  from  the  utility,  which is  equal to  the  harmonic 4 
component of  load current iL' so that it cancels current hannonics on the ac side of  a general nonlinear 
load. The series active filter is connected in series with the utility through a matching transformer. The 
series active filter is controlled in such a way as to present zero impedance to the external circuit at 
fundamental frequency and a high resistance to source or load harmonics. Thus the series active filter 
output voltage, VAF' isolates harmonics between the source and the load. They are most widely used to 
eliminate voltage harmonics. 
Non-linear 
Load 
Figure 1.1 Shunt active filter 
is  V AF  iL 
,....  _  Non-linear 
Load  ~------- ~  ~. -----~ . 
AC  Mains  L-____.....J ~  rT1 
AF 
Figure 1.2 Series active filter 5 
An alternative to passive and active filters is the "hybrid active filter".  The main purpose of the 
hybrid active filter is to improve upon passive and active filters by reducing initial costs and rating 
requirements and improving effectiveness and efficiency. Figures 1.3-1.5 show three types of hybrid 
active/passive filters. To date, there have been several literature works comparing passive and active 
filters,  however none comparing hybrid active filters.  Therefore, the assessments and comparison of 
hybrid active filters are the focus of this thesis. The shunt passive filter in Figures 1.3-1.5 consists of 
one or more tuned LC filters or high-pass filters. These three configurations of  hybrid active filters all 
have advantages and disadvantages. These will be discussed in the subsequent chapters, including the 
corresponding control algorithms and simulation results. Currently there is only one hybrid active filter 
in operation, a 900 kVA parallel active conditioner combined with a 6600 kVA parallel passive filter 
in Japan. [25]. 
Shunt passive Filter 
T 
Non-linear  
Load  
Series AF 
Figure 1.3 Active filter connected in series with shunt passive filter 
shunt passive 
filter 
AC  Mains 
Non-linear 
Load 
Figure 1.4 Combination of  shunt active filter and shunt passive filter 6 
r-----,-fY"YY"'--------j Non-Iinear 
Load 
AC  Mains 
Shunt passive Filter 
T 
Series AF 
Figure 1.5 Combination ofseries active filter and shunt passive filter 
Other suggested "filtering" methods to reduce harmonics include the use of zigzag transformers. 
The connection of  a zigzag transformer in parallel to the existing neutral allows the current to split into 
two paths. One path is to the distribution transformer, while the other is through the zigzag transformer 
and back to the phase conductors [21]. However, the drawback of this method is  that the amount of 
neutral current reduction is dependent on the system impedance and is therefore location sensitive. 
1.4 Outline of  the Thesis 
The content of the thesis is  organized in the  following  manner.  The introduction in Chapter 1 
provides background information about power system harmonics. In addition various harmonic sources 
and present harmonic filtering approaches are categorized. 
In Chapter 2, the control strategy for hybrid active filters which is called ''p-q'' theory is described 
along with a modified strategy for a distorted supply voltage case. Simulation verification is included. 
Chapter 3 addresses passive filter harmonic cancellation. Its parameter sensitivity is  verified by 
computer simulation. 
Chapter  4  to  Chapter  6  focuses  on  three  different  topologies  of hybrid  active  filters,  their 
principles ofoperation and computer simulation. 
Chapter 7 gives the comparison of three hybrid active filter and conclusion. Suggestions for the 
future work in the area ofhybridlactive filters are also included. 7 
Chapter 2 Modified "p-q" Theory for Harmonic Extraction 
2.1 Introduction 
The control of an active  filter  is  the  most important part of its  design.  The  accuracy of the 
reference of  the active filter output defines the compensation of  the active filter. The core of an active 
filter control block is extracting harmonics in source or load currents. There are two main streams in 
the application of  harmonic extraction: instantaneous reactive power controller which is also called ''p­
q" theory and synchronous reference frame (SRF) controller. Essentially both are based on transferring 
fundamental or one harmonic component to a dc quantity, while other components are transferred to ac 
quantities with some frequency shift. It is much easier to separate a dc component from ac components 
rather  than  sink  an ac  component  from  other  ac  frequencies.  The  SRF  controller  transfers  each 
dominant harmonic to a dc value and then transfers these dc values back to harmonic references, which 
can control each harmonic precisely with the penalty of more reference voltage signals. ''p-q'' theory 
transfers  the  fundamental  frequency  to a  dc  quantity,  then  transfers  the  extracted dc  value  to the 
fundamental  component which is subtracted from the  sensed signal and used to obtain the overall 
harmonic signal as the control reference. For simplicity of  implementation, a controller based on ''p-q'' 
theory is developed in the simulation ofthe thesis. 
2.2 "p-q" Theory 
The" p - q " theory, which is proposed by Akagi [20], is c as follows: 
e 2  1  -1/2  1/2  a a 
(2.1) e [e}H[0  J3/2  -J3I2]::1 
[ 
-1/2  1/2  a 
(2.2) i 1 ..[312  -J312][:: 
supply/terminal voltages and three-phase detected currents respectively. The instantaneous real power 
p  and the instantaneous reactive power q  are given by: 8 
From (2.3), we can see that P is equal to the conventional equation: 
ea' i  a and e  f3  •if3  mean instantaneous power because they are  defined by the product of the 
instantaneous voltage in one axis and the instantaneous current in the same axis. Therefore,  P is the 
real power in the three-phase circuit and its dimension is Watts. Conversely,  ea . if3  and e  f3  •ia  are 
not instantaneous power because they are defined by the product of the instantaneous voltage in one 
axis and the instantaneous current not in the same axis but in the perpendicular axis. That is the origin 
of  the name of  "p-q" theory. 
harmonics,  apply  (2.1),  (2.2)  and  (2.3)  to  them.  Under  this  transformation,  the  fundamental 
components of ea,eb , ee' ia' ib' ie  are transformed to dc components  Pde  and qde ' and the harmonic 
components to ac components Pac  and qae . 
P=Pde+Pae 
(2.5) 
q=qde+qae 
If a  reverse  transformation  is  applied  to  Pde' qdc  or  to  Pae' qac'  then  we  will  get  the 
fundamental  component or harmonics. It is  much easier to separate dc  quantity from  ac  quantities. 
Thus the ac  components can be extracted by high-pass filters,  then the harmonics of the three-phase 
currents are obtained by the following calculation: 9 
2.3 Typical Load Characteristic and Suitability for Application of "p-q" Theory 
ASDs are the most common non-linear load in power systems. A typical ASD model has a six­
pulse diode rectifier front-end. Figure 2.1  is the typical load current and and FFT spectrum. We see 
that the dominant harmonics are 5th, 7th, 11th,  and  13th. Under ''p-q'' transformation, those harmonics 
6th, 8th are transferred to 4
th
,  , 10th, 12th,  14th harmonics while the fundamental transfers to a dc quantity. 
The resulting spectrum is widely split, even a first-order low-pass filter can extract dc from  4th  and 
higher harmonics with little phase shift. Figure 2.2 is a Matlab simulation result. The top figure is the 
load current, the middle figure is the extracted fundamental component applying ''p-q'' theory, and the 
bottom figure is the harmonics. 
900ms  92 Oms  940ms  960ms  980ms  1000ms 
c  1 (L1) 
Time 
20A,-------~--------_.------~--------_.--------~------_,--------~__. 
::::::::::~::::::::: ::::::::: 
10A+-----------------_r------------~--_+------_,r_------~----------~ 
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2.4 The Modified "p-q" Theory and Its Advantages 
Traditional "p-q"  theory based controllers  described earlier have  this  main  shortcoming:  in  the 
presence of supply or terminal  voltage distortion, the  product of non-sinusoidal  supply voltage and 
current will result in  real power contained at the harmonic frequencies (or a dc term corresponding to 
real power), which will not be extracted by the high-pass filter of the "p-q" theory controller (or the dc 
component from  harmonic frequency  will  be  extracted by low-pass filter). This non-detection of the 
real  power  contained  at  harmonic  frequencies  will  consequently  result  in  a  non-sinusoidal  supply 
current. Figure 2.3 shows  Matlab simulation results when  ea, eb, e has  a 5
th  harmonic component  c 
while  ia, ib,i is  a  typical  nonlinear load  current signal  as  shown  in  Figure 2.1.  With  ea,eb,e c  c 
distortion,  the  extracted  harmonic  signal  no  longer  contains  a  5
th  harmonic  part which  should  be 
compensated,  while  the  expected fundamental  current contains  all  5
th  harmonics.  It is  clear that  if 
ea, eb, e is a set of fundamental reference signals instead of the terminal voltage of  point of common c 
coupling (peC),  there  will  be  no  harmonic frequency  real  power results. And  with  microprocessor 
application, it is not difficult to create a set of  balanced three-phase reference signals.  In application, it 
will eliminate a group of voltage sensors which will reduce cost. Moreover, it can be applied to extract II 
a specified order of hannonics if eo' eb , e is  a set of balanced three-phase hannonic signals. Figure  c 
2.4  is  the  Matlab  simulation  result  using  modified  "p-q"  theory  extracting  5
th  hannonics,  where 
eo' eb , e is a set of 5
th balanced hannonic signals.  c 
,~:~ 
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Figure 2.3 "p-q" theory application result with reference voltage containing 5
th  hannonics 
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Chapter 3 Parameter Sensitivity of  Passive Filter Filtering Characteristic 
Passive filtering is an economical and efficient way to solve power system harmonic pollution 
problems.  But it has  the problems discussed earlier,  including  sensitive to the parameter variation, 
resonance possibility with source  and  load impedance,  sensitive  to  the  source  impedance,  etc.  To 
compare its harmonic filtering characteristics with hybrid active filters, a PSpice version 9.0 simulation 
is  done  with  the  system  configuration  shown  in  Figure  2.1.  The  system parameters  are  listed  in 
Appendix A.  Three cases of simulations were conducted; tuned 5
th and i
h passive filters,  -10% off­
tuned 5
th  passive  filter  capacitor and +10%  off-tuned 5
th  passive  filter  capacitor respectively.  The 
parameters of the passive filter in different cases are  listed in Appendix B.  Figure  5.2  is  the  load 
current and its FFT spectrum with total  harmonic distortion (THD) of 90.55%. Figures 5.3-5.9 are 
compensated source currents and passive filter compensating currents in different cases. In the tuned 
case filtering result, shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, passive filters sink most of  the dominant 5
th and 7
th 
harmonics,  and the THD of the source current is  reduced to 23.3%. From Figures 5.6 and 5.8,  5
th 
passive filter off-tuned, most of the 5
th dominant harmonics flow into the source, and the passive filter 
does not alleviate 5
th  harmonics as expected. Table 3.1  lists source current THD after passive filter 
compensation in three different cases.  It is  obvious that parameter variation has a  strong effect on 
passive filtering characteristics. 
In later chapters,  we will  see that hybrid active  filters  have a  higher robustness  to  parameter 
variation and thus better harmonic cancellation capability. 
Table 3.1 Passive filter results with three different cases 
Cases  Source current 
THD(%) 
Load current THD(%) 
Case 1 tuned 5
ID and 
7
th passive filter 
23.3  90.55 
Case 2 Cs +1  0% off-
tuned 
52.37  94.8 
Case 3 Cs -10% off-
tuned 
78.05  93.82 Vs 
Nonlinear Load  5th  th 
1 I J 
Figure 3.1  System configuration ofpassive filters applied system 
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Chapter 4 Hybrid Active Filter with an Active Filter in Series with Passive 

Filters 

4.1 Introduction 
Active filters were developed to mitigate the problems of  passive filters as mentioned in Chapter 1 
and  consist of pure  active  filters  such  as  parallel and  series  active  filters  and hybrid  active  filter 
solutions [22]. Purely parallel or series active filters usually require a large inverter kVA rating and 
hence do not constitute a cost-effective harmonic filtering solution for high power non-linear loads 
above 500 kVA [23]. To overcome these difficulties, one practically viable and cost-effective solution 
is to connect an active filter and tuned passive filters in series, and let the passive filters maintain the 
line voltage. Thus the voltage rating of the active filter will drop significantly, at the same time, the 
passive filter network is not sensitive to component value, thus improving filtering characteristics. It 
effectively  mitigates  problems  of both  the  purely  active  and  passive  filters,  and  it  offers  several 
additional  valuable  features  such  as  line  voltage  regulation,  reactive  power  compensation  and 
harmonic resonance damping [12-14, 24]. 
Figure 4.1  shows the simplified circuit diagram of  the hybrid active filter, in which the active filter 
is connected in series with the passive filters.  The hybrid active filter system is  installed in parallel 
with  a  harmonic-producing  load.  By proper  design  of the  hybrid  active  filter,  most  lower  order 
7
th harmonics,  i.e.  5
th
,  ,  II  th,  13
th
,  can be effectively canceled by generating,  or injecting harmonic 
currents of  the same magnitude and frequencies but with 180
0  phase shift with the unwanted harmonic 
currents in the ac system. Figure 4.1  illustrates the basic idea of  the compensation.  In the simulation, a 
diode front end simulating an ASD load is  used.  The passive filter consists of 5
th  and 7
th tuned LC 
filters. The reason for selecting those passive filters will be clear later with analysis. VT
Vs 
th 
Figure 4.1  Simplified system configuration ofhybrid active filter 20 
4.2 Compensation Principle 
To describe the operation principle ofthe hybrid active filter, Figure 4.1  is redrawn in a simplified 
one line diagram at fundamental frequency f\  and harmonic frequency fh shown as Figure 4.2(a), 4.2(b) 
respectively. The active filter is represented as a current source i  I = i1\ +Lijh  . At the fundamental 
frequency, f\, in order to reduce the VA rating ofthe converter in Figure 4.1, the converter current ifl  is 
controlled  such  that  the  fundamental  frequency  voltage  drops  across  the  passive  filter,  i.e.  the 
fundamental voltage across the active filter  v 1\ = O. This results in a large voltage rating reduction of 
the active filter. Under this condition, in Figure 4.2(a) 
•  - VLI  ZsliLi  - VS 
'II = --=  (4.1) 

Z/I  Z/I +Zsl 

At hannonic frequency fh'  as shown in Figure 4.2(b), the filter must supply harmonic currents such 
that no harmonic currents flow into the utility. Therefore, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Equation (4.3) shows that the passive filter should be designed to show a low impedance at the 
dominant hannonic frequencies, thus reducing the voltage rating of the active filter. From above, the 
filter current. 
(4.4) and i I  = ill +L ijh 
vI=Lvjh  (4.5) 21 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 4.2 Operation of  the hybrid active filter (a) at fundamental frequency fl> (b) at harmonic 
frequency fh 
It is  clear now  from  equation (4.3),  at  the  same  compensating  current,  minimizing  ZI  at the 
dominant harmonics helps to minimize the dominant harmonic voltage, thus reducing the V  A rating of 
the active filter.  For a typical diode rectifier front-end load, the dominant harmonic currents are fifth 
and seventh harmonics, we choose a fifth and seventh order passive filter connected in series with the 
active filter. The passive filter shows reasonably high impedance at the fundamental frequency, which 
is  essential  for  active  filter  injecting  limited fundamental  current.  It is  well  known that harmonic 
voltage drop across a load for a given harmonic current is proportional to the impedance of the load at 
that harmonic frequency. For a fixed line voltage, the fundamental current needed to force the passive 
filter network to maintain line voltage is inversely proportional to the passive filter network impedance 
at the fundamental frequency. Another advantage of this selection is that low impedance at dominant 
harmonics causes less harmonic distortion across the passive filter thus reducing voltage distortion to 
the terminal voltage at the point where hybrid active filter connects to the system. 
To show  the  benefits  of this  hybrid  active  filter  topology,  the  VA  rating  of the  converter  is 
compared with other topologies. For comparison reasons, VA rating is taken as the product of peak 
voltage across the converter and peak current through the converter. Hence, the rating of the converter 
in this topology can be expressed as: 
VAhyb  = vii = V/11\ +IJjh)  (4.6) 
In an active filter placed in shunt to the compensating system, the peak voltage is the peak value of 
the line frequency voltage, and the peak current is the peak value of the distortion component in the 
load current. Thus the VA rating ofthe pure active filter is: 22 
(4.7) 
The ratio of the converter rating in the hybrid active filter in Figure 4.1  to the pure active filter is 
given as: 
(4.8) 
The voltage ratio in (4.8) can be reduced to a very small value if the passive filter parameters are 
~ 
designed  properly.  By  selecting  passive  filter  parameters,  ill can  be  minimized  to  small  value 
compared to i 
~ 
Lh. Thus the converter rating in the proposed hybrid active filter is only a small portion 
of  the rating ofthe pure shunt active filter. 
Other practical hybrid topologies include a parallel hybrid active filter in which the active filter and 
passive filter both connect in parallel with the  load and a series hybrid active  filter which will be 
described  in  Chapter  5  in  more  detail.  The  active  filter  in  the  parallel  hybrid  active  filter  must 
withstand line voltage and load harmonic current, except for those components absorbed by the passive 
filter.  So the converter rating is comparable to the rating of the converter in a pure active filter. The 
active  filter  in a  series hybrid active  filter  is  connected in series with the non-linear load,  and the 
passive filter is connected in parallel with the load. This will be discussed in Chapter 6. The active 
filter acts like an isolator which forces harmonic components in the load current to flow through the 
passive filter network. At fundamental frequency f),  the active filter is controlled to have no voltage 
drop across it. At harmonic frequency fh'  the active filter blocks harmonic currents flowing back to the 
source. Assume the impedance ofthe passive filter under fb is  Zfh 'the voltage rating of  the converter 
at fh equals: 
(4.9) 
The voltage across the converter can be obtained according to (4.5).  The current rating  is  the 
fundamental component of  load current. Thus, the V  A rating is: 
(4.10) 
The V  A rating ratio ofthe this hybrid active filter to the series hybrid active filter is therefore: 
VAhyb  _  v/ill +IJfh) 
(4.11) ~ 
VAseries_hyb  viis 23 
For simplicity, an identical load and passive filter network are assumed. For comparison purposes, 
the load current is assumed to be an ideal six-pulse waveform with unity displacement power factor. If 
i[I is 0.2 p.u. ofthe source current, then the VA rating ratio is 0.8. For less distorted load currents, the 
ratio will be smaller. Moreover, the active filter can be controlled as a variable resistance to assist in 
resonance damping. 
In the simulation, a current controlled voltage source inverter is applied to implement harmonic 
current compensation. The control scheme is: 
Vc = Kish  (4.12) 
Figure 4.1  can be redrawn as Figure 4.3 in one phase, where  Zs  is the source impedance and Z  / 
is the total impedance ofthe passive filter. When no active filter is connected (K =0), a load harmonic 
current iLh  is compensated by the passive filter, filtering characteristics of which depend on the ration 
of Z  and Z/. From Figure 4.3, the source harmonic current  i h  is given by i  =  Zfh  i.  If the 
s  s  sh  ZLh Zsh +  fh 
source  impedance  is  small (IZsl "" 0), or unless  the  passive  filter  is  tuned  to  harmonic  frequencies 
generated  by  the  10ad(IZfhl» IZShl) ,  desirable  filtering  characteristics  would  not  be  obtained. 
Moreover,  parallel  resonance  between  Zs  and  Z/  occurs  at  specific  frequencies(IZs+ZFI""O), 
causing a harmonic-amplifying phenomena. A much larger amount of harmonic current flows  in the 
source than in the load. 
When the active filter is connected and is controlled as voltage source  Vc = Kish ' the active filter 
forces all the harmonics contained in the load current to flow into the passive filter so that no harmonic 
current flows  in the  source.  In addition, no  fundamental  voltage is applied to  the active filter.  This 
results in a large reduction ofthe voltage rating ofthe active filter. 
Let  us  consider filtering  characteristics  for  the  load harmonic  current  iLh' assuming  that the 
source voltage  Vs  is sinusoidal. The source harmonic current  ish' the terminal harmonic voltage  vTh 
and the output voltage ofthe active filter Vc  are given by the following three equations: 
.  Zfh  .  (4.13) I  =  I 
sh  K+Z  +Z  Lh 
sh  fh 
(4.14) 24 
KZ  (4.15) v  =Ki  =  fh  i 
c  sh  K +Z  +Z  Lh 
sh  fh 
Equation (4.13) means that Figure 4.3(a) is equivalent in  ish  to Figure 4.3(b). This means that a 
pure resistance K is connected in series with  Zs  as shown in Figure 4.3(b).  If K»  IZfhl' K would 
dominate  the  filtering  characteristics.  In addition,  K  acts  as  a  resistor to  damp  parallel resonance 
between  Zs  and  Zf .Now  assuming  there  is  no  10ad(iLh =0)  in Figure  4.3 (a),  let  us  discuss  the 
harmonics present in the source voltage. The active filter behaves just like a pure resistor K as shown 
in Figure 4.3(c). From Figure 4.3(c), the following equations are obtained: 
.  vsh 
Ih =  (4.16) 
s  K +Zsh +Zjh  
K+Zjh  
=  vsh  (4.17) vTh 
K +Zsh +Zjh 
K 
Vc =  vsh  (4.18) 
K +Zsh +Zjh 
If K»  IZsh +Zjhl,  vsh  would be applied to the active filter.  This prevents harmonic current 
caused by vsh  from flowing into the passive filter. However,  vsh  appears in the terminal voltage vT • 
K VTh  z..h  z..h  ~h  vTh 
~h  ~h 
~  ~h 
+iLh 
~h 
sh  sh
c=K~h  K 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
Figure 4.3 One-phase equivalent circuit ofthe hybrid active filter: (a) Single-phase equivalent 
circuit; (b) equivalent circuit for iLh; (c) equivalent circuit for V  sh 25 
4.3 Control Scheme 
The converter is  controlled to provide  fundamental  current, which forces  the  passive  filter  to 
support the  line  frequency  voltage  and to  draw  harmonic  current to  compensate  for  load  current 
harmonics.  Modified  "p-q"  theory  described  in  Chapter  2  is  applied  to  extract  the  harmonic 
components in the load current. Figure 4.4 shows a block diagram of  the control circuit for the hybrid 
active filter. It consists ofthree parts: a circuit for extracting the harmonics to be injected to the system, 
a circuit estimating the fundamental current for the passive filter sustaining fundamental voltage, and 
the circuit adjusting inverter dc voltage. 
4.3.1 Harmonic Current Extraction 
To achieve harmonic compensation, it is essential to obtain the dominant harmonic current in the 
power system as a control reference to the active filter. The "p-q" theory based controller as shown in 
Figure 4.3 implements harmonic extraction. The modified "p-q" theory in Chapter 2 is applied to the 
detected three-phase load currents iLa , iLb , iLe : the two-phase currents on the a - f3  coordinates are 
transformed to those on the  d - q coordinates by using a unit vector with a rotating frequency of line 
frequency  Vrefa , Vrefb ' Vrefe'  As  a result,  only fundamental  currents on the  a - f3  coordinates are 
converted  into  two  dc  components  on  the  d - q  coordinates,  Pde' qde'  and  the  other  current 
components into ac components,  Pae ' qae' Therefore, the harmonic currents can be extracted from 
Pae ' qae  on the  d - q  coordinates  through  two  first-order  high-pass  filters  (HPF).  The  inverse 
d - q  transformation  (2.6)  is  applied  to  Pae , qac'  producing  three-phase  harmonic  currents .._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-·-·-·-·-·-·-tla·rmO-R~.c-·-GU-r-.re-R.t-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
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Figure 4.4 Control scheme ofhybrid filter 27 
4.3.2 Fundamental Current Generation 
To minimize  the  VA rating  on the  active  filter,  the  hybrid active  filter  is  designed to  force 
fundamental line voltage drop across the passive filter network instead on the active filter ac tenninal. 
Appropriate  fundamental  current  is  generated  by the  active  filter  to  achieve  this  function.  The 
component iafl  is generated by dividing the fundamental frequency component ofthe bus voltage VLI 
by an estimate of  the fundamental frequency impedance of  the passive filter network,  Zfl • Since the 
passive filter network impedance at fundamental frequency is essentially capacitive, a _90
0  phase shift 
is used to obtain the correct phase of the fundamental current  i~1 to be generated by the active filter. 
It is  essential  that  V  L1  remains  free  of hannonics,  because  any  hannonics  in  V  L1  will  introduce 
hannonic components to the control reference signals, which will deteriorate the compensating result 
of the hybrid active filter.  It is  inevitable that there is  some hannonic distortion in the bus voltage 
because of  the hannonic voltage drop across the passive filter when the active filter injects high order 
compensating hannonic currents, and which is dependent on the load condition and the controller used. 
Thus modified "p-q" theory was  applied to  bus voltage  VL  as  shown in Figure 4.4 to  extract the 
fundamental part. 
4.3.3 DC Control Block 
The dc bus control block in Figure 4.3 exists to provide dynamic regulation of  the inverter dc bus 
voltage during transients according to the dc bus voltage reference V;, which is the to achieve power 
balancing of the inverter. It controls the real power delivered to the dc side of the inverter, which is 
used to maintain the dc side capacitor voltage Vd . Ideally, only the fundamental current consumes real 
power,  while  hannonics exchange  real  power but consume  reactive  power.  In reality,  the  dc bus 
controller is required to provide the inverter switch losses. This can be achieved by generating a small 
fundamental current as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Finally, a PI regulator is used to provide closed-loop control improving system robustness. 28 
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4.3.4 Modulation Strategy 
Sine-triangle PWM  modulation is  used to generate active filter  inverter switching signals.  The 
PWM switching signals  are  produced by comparing the  control reference voltage  signal  described 
above with a triangle-wave carrier signal at 10kHz frequency. 
a,b,c coordinate  syste 
a-jl  coordinate syste 
a,b,c coordinate syste 
a-jl  coordinate syste 
Figure 4.5 VLI extraction block in control scheme 
4.4 Simulation Results 
A simulation was conducted in PSpice version 9.0 to evaluate the load harmonic cancellation of 
the hybrid active filter. Figure 4.1  shows the block diagram of  the simulated system. In the simulation, 
a  three-phase  diode rectifier front-end  load models  an ASD  load.  System parameters  for  all  three 
hybrid active filter topologies discussed in this thesis are listed in Appendix A. The implementation of 
the PSpice simulation is given in Appendix C.1. Figure 4.6 is the load current both in time domain and 
frequency domain. For simplicity, in the implementation of  the active filter inverter, no energy storage 
capacitor is  used.  Instead a dc source voltage was used as the source of the voltage source inverter. 
From the  simulation results,  it was  found  that the  control  capability of the  active  filter  is  greatly 
affected by the dc side voltage. 29 
To verify the advantage of the hybrid active filter being insensitive to passive filter parameter 
variation, three cases of simulations are conducted; tuned 5
th and 7
th passive filters, -10% off-tuned 5
th 
passive filter capacitor Cs and +1  0% off-tuned 5
th passive filter capacitor Cs respectively. The passive 
filter values of  different cases are given in Appendix B. It is assumed in the simulation that there is no 
distortion on the supply voltage. Simulation results with respect to compensating source currents are 
shown in Table 5.1. For the same load condition, higher source current THD results for the off-tuned 
passive filter case. 
The waveforms  for  three  different cases  are  shown in Figures 4.7-4.11,  4.12-4.16,  4.17-4.21 
respectively.  Comparing  Figure  4.7,  4.12  and  4.17,  and  from  Table  4.1  the  hybrid  active  filter 
compensation capability is insensitive to passive filter parameters. The active filter can follow the load 
current harmonics and inject appropriate compensating currents. 
Table 4. 1 Hybrid active filter consisting ofan active filter in series with passive filters 
compensation results in three different cases 
Case  Source  current 
THD(%) 
Load current THD(%) 
Case  1  tuned  5
th  and  7
th 
passive filter 
14.56  101.3 
Case 2 Cs +1  0% off-tuned  14.88  100.3 
Case 3 Cs -10% off-tuned  15.15  100.7 
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Figure 4.6 Load current in time domain and frequency domain 30 
From Figures 4.7,  4.12  and 4.17,  the dominant harmonic residues in the  source  currents after 
compensation are  the  11th  and  13th  harmonics.  The  main  reason  for  this  is  that  the  passive  filter 
network expresses higher impedance at higher frequencies, which impedes the higher harmonic current 
injection. Another factor is in the implementation of  the controller, as the same PI regulator is applied 
to all harmonics. To improve harmonic cancellation efficiency, modified "p-q" theory can be applied 
to each dominant harmonic, but this complicates the control systems. 
From  the  passive  filter  voltage  drop,  Figures  4.10,  4.15,  4.20,  in  addition  to  sustaining  the 
fundamental  line  voltage,  harmonic  voltage  drops  at  11 th,  13th  and higher characteristic  harmonics 
because the passive filter network increases inductive impedance with frequency. 
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4.4.2 Cs +100/0 Off-tuned Case 
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Chapter 5 Hybrid Active Filter with Parallel Active Filter Plus Parallel Passive 
Filters 
5.1 Introduction 
As the incidence of the harmonic related problems in ac power systems increases, active power 
filters have attracted great attention as an effective remedy for alleviating harmonic related problems. 
Like  LC  passive  filters  connected  in  parallel  with  a  load  to  absorb  harmonic  currents,  it  is 
straightforward to connect an active filter in a similar topology as passive filters. The parallel active 
filter consisting of PWM inverters has the problem that it is inferior in initial cost and efficiency to 
parallel passive  filters.  Therefore,  it is  natural to  combine both active  filters  and passive  filters  in 
parallel. The hybrid parallel active filter topology is favored over the series hybrid active filter for high 
power applications  due  to  the  simpler protection mechanisms  and switchgear.  The hybrid parallel 
topology also  lends itself to retrofit applications with existing passive filters.  In  1986, a  900 kV  A 
parallel active conditioner combined with a 6600 kV A parallel passive filter was applied to suppress 
the  harmonics  produced by a  large  capacity  cycloconverter  for  steel  mill  drives  [25].  Figure  5.1 
illustrates the system configuration for this hybrid active filter. Nonlinear Load 
Figure 5.1 Circuit configuration ofthe hybrid parallel active filter 40 
5.2 Compensation Principle 
Generally, a parallel active filter has been considered as a current source connected in parallel with 
the load (harmonic source). The compensation approach is based on the principle of  injecting harmonic 
currents into the ac system, which are the same amplitude but at a 180
0  phase shift to that of the load 
current harmonics.  In  order to maintain generality, the  harmonic current source is  represented as a 
Norton equivalent circuit. To show the basic principle of  a hybrid parallel active filter compensating a 
harmonic current source, Figure 5.1  is redrawn based on a per-phase equivalent shown in Figure 5.2. 
Vol  and V oh  are source voltages at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies respectively. Zs is the 
source impedance, ZF is the equivalent passive filter impedance, k is the equivalent harmonic current 
Is  r 
IpF 
+ 
Vsh 
t  IAF=KI L'  ZF  +  IL Vs 
Vs1 
Figure 5.2 Operation principle ofthe hybrid parallel active filter based on a per-phase equivalent 
circuit 
+ 
Vs1 
Figure 5.3 Equivalent circuit ofhybrid parallel active filter at fundamental frequency 41 
rL 
IAFh + 
Vsh  t  IAFh = Khi  Lh ' 
Figure 5.4 Equivalent circuit ofhybrid parallel active filter at harmonics 
source which is taken as an ideal current source assuming the Norton equivalent impedance is infinite, 
and K is the equivalent transfer function of  the active filter including the detection circuit and delay of 
the control systems. Subscripts 1 and h in the figures refer to fundamental and harmonics respectively. 
Generally,  K  has  the  function  of notching  the  fundamental  component,  that  is,  IKII = 0 at the 
fundamental, and IKI h  = 1 for the harmonics. Accordingly, the equivalent circuit for the fundamental 
and harmonic frequencies are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. From Figure 5.2, 
(5.1) 
the following equations are obtained from Figure 5.3: 
1  ZFI 
(5.2) lSI =  VSI +  Z 
Zs +_Z..:..F..:...I_  Z  +  FI 
l-KI  S  l-KI 
From Figure 5.4: 
1  ZFh 
ISh = ------VSh  +----:..;;'---1Lh  (5.3) Z  Z Z+  Fh  Z+  Fh  
Sh  l-K  Sh  l-K  
h  h 
ZFh  
.  1  VSh  l-K  
I  Lh  = ---------=:::.:.....---+_--=----=c:....-_ I  Lh  (5.4) 
1 - Kh  Z  +  ZFh  Z  +  ZFh 
Sh  l-K  Sh  l-K 
h  h 
Looking at (5.3), when the condition: 42 
Z 
Fh  »Iz  I  (5.5) l-K  Sh 
h 
is satisfied, (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) can be rewritten as 
I AF = Kh (h  (5.6) 
,  VSh ILh =-+ILh  (5.8) 
ZLh 
Equation (5.7) shows that the source current becomes sinusoidal when  11- Kh 1= 0  if (5.5)  is 
true.  Therefore, (5.5) is the required operation condition for the parallel active filter.  In the previous 
discussion,  it was  assumed that the  load was  a purely harmonic  current source  and the  equivalent 
impedance was infinite. Including the equivalent load impedance, in the former equations,  ZF  will be 
replaced with ZF liZL  '  where  ZL  is the equivalent load impedance. And from (5.5), only K and ZF 
are  designed,  while  ZS ' ZL  are  determined  by  the  system.  Therefore,  the  compensating 
characteristics of  the hybrid parallel active filter are determined not only by the filter itself, but by the 
system  source  impedance  and  load  characteristics.  Because  the  passive  filter  is  designed  at  the 
dominant harmonic frequency,  ZF  is designed at a resonant frequency that will be very low.  This 
adds a stringent requirement for the active filter control design. In other words, the output of  the active 
filter should precisely follow the compensating harmonic references. And it is clear from (5.3) that for 
a stiff system with small  ZF  but a high supply voltage distortion VSh '  it is not suitable to use parallel 
active filter compensating harmonics, otherwise the compensation responsibility of  the active filter and 
passive filter should be clearly defined and well controlled [27]. 
5.3 Control Scheme 
The  parallel  hybrid  active  filter  is  controlled  to  provide  its  intended  compensating  harmonic 
currents. The active filter is controlled in such a way as to present infinite impedance to the external 
circuit for the fundamental  frequency,  and so as to exhibit low resistance for harmonic frequencies. 
Modified "p-q" theory, described in Chapter 2,  is applied to extract the harmonic components in the 
load current. Figure 5.5  shows a block diagram for the control circuit for the hybrid active filter.  It 43 
consists of three parts: a circuit for extracting the harmonics to be injected into the system, an active 
filter fundamental current feedback circuit, and the circuit adjusting the inverter dc voltage. 
5.3.1 Harmonic Currents Reference Feedforward 
The load current after passive filters  i~  is detected for the control in this system. The "p-q" theory 
based controller,  as  shown in Figure 4.3,  implements harmonic extraction forming the  feedforward 
signal for harmonic reference. The modified ''p-q'' theory in Chapter 2 is applied to the detected three-
phase load currents  ;'  La,;' Lb,  i~e. The three-phase currents  ;'La,;' Lb, i'u  are converted into the two­
phase  currents  on the  orthogonal  a - f3  coordinates  by (2.2).  They are  then  transformed  to  the 
d - q coordinates by using a unit vector Vrela , Vrejb  with a rotating frequency of  line frequency.  ,V rele 
As a result, the fundamental currents on the a - f3  coordinates are converted into two dc components 
on  the  d - q  coordinates,  Pde , qde'  while  the  other  current  components  are  converted  into  ac 
components,  Pae' qae' according to  (2.3)  and (2.4).  Therefore,  two  first-order  HPFs  as  shown  in 
Figure 5.5  can extract harmonic components from the load current by eliminating the dc component 
Pde , qde·  The  inverse  d - q  transformation  (2.6)  is  applied  to  P  ae , qae'  producing  three-phase 
harmonic currents iah , ibh , ieh • 
5.3.2 Fundamental Component Feedback 
From the previous analysis, the active filter shows high impedance to the fundamental current, but 
low impedance at the compensating harmonic frequency.  Notice in the control loop that a negative 
feedback of a fundamental component corresponding inverter output current is added to the reference 
signal. This is to suppress the active filter branch fundamental current, thus reducing the active filter 
V  A rating. In principle, it is  not required, assuming that the inverter of active filter is  ideal and the 
controller gain of source current extraction is  unity. The modified ''p-q'' theory is used to extract the 
fundamental current component,  iall , as shown in Figure 5.6. Two first order low-pass filters (LPF) 
are used to extract the dc components, Pde' qde. The modified ''p-q'' transformation (2.7) is applied to -.-._._._._._._._..._._._._....._._._.-.-._.-..._.---.---.-...-.-.-.-.-...-...-.-.--_.---_..-----...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.....-.-.-.-._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._..._._._..•.._..._._._._._._..._._, 
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Figure 5.5 Control scheme for the hybrid parallel active filter 45 
Pde ' qde  to obtain iafl • A PI regulator is applied to adjust the dynamic response and accuracy of  the 
controller. 
5.3.3 Active Filter DC Bus Control 
A dc bus PI controller regulates the dc bus voltage to its reference value, V;, and compensates 
for the inverter losses as shown in Figure 5.5. The dc bus controller generates a fundamental reference 
current to provide the real power transfer required to regulate losses. 
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Figure 5.6 Active filter current ifl extraction block 
5.4 Simulation Results 
A PSpice version 9.0 simulation ofthe hybrid active filter consisting of  a parallel active filter plus 
parallel passive filters was carried out for three different cases: tuned 5
th and 7
th passive filters, +I0% 
off-tuned 5
th passive filter capacitor Cs, and -10% off-tuned 5
th passive filter capacitor  Cs respectively. 
The simulated system configuration is shown in Figure 5.1, and the control strategy shown in Figure 
5.5 is used. For simplicity, the dc control loop is replaced with a dc voltage source in the active filter 
inverter. The system parameters are listed in Appendix A.  Passive filter values for different cases are 
given in Appendix B. It is assumed in the simulation that there is no distortion of the supply voltage. 46 
The PSpice version 9.0 simulation implementation of this hybrid active filter is shown in Appendix 
C.2. Figure 5.7 shows the load current both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. 
Figure  5.8  to  5.16  are  simulation  results  for  the  three  cases.  Figures  5.8,  5.11,  5.14  are  the 
compensated source currents for tuned 5
th
,  7
th  passive filters, +10% off-tuned C5, and -10% off-tuned 
C5 case respectively. Table 5.1  summarizes compensation results of  the source current. It is observed 
in  Table  5.1  that  the  compensated  source  current THD  is  reduced  from  102.02%,  101.93%  and 
101.88% to 2.43%, 6.57% and 7.32% respectively. Table 5.2 presents various harmonics for the cases 
with and without compensation.  The results shown in Tables 5.1,  5.2,  and Figures 5.8,  5.11,  5.14 
confirm that the parallel hybrid active filter system is  able to reduce the THD in the source current 
significantly. Figures 5.8, 5.11, 5.14 demonstrate that the parameter variation in the passive filter does 
not affect the  filtering characteristic of the parallel hybrid active filter substantially. It is  one of the 
main advantages of the hybrid active filter over the passive filter. Comparing the passive filter current 
in Figures 5.10, 5.13, 5.16, in off-tuned cases, passive filters do not sink 5
th  harmonics. In off-tuned 
cases, the active filter generates appropriate 5
th harmonics which are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.15, 
thus requiring a higher active filter inverter VA rating. In Figures 5.10,5.13 and 5.16, the active filter 
injected compensating currents that have apparent switching ripples, which puts more requirements on 
the circuit design. 
Table 5.  1 Hybrid parallel active filter compensation results for three different cases 
Case  Source current 
THD(%) 
Load current THD(%) 
Case 1 tuned 5
m and 7
m 
passive filter 
2.43  102.02 
Case 2 C5 +1  0% off-tuned  6.57  101.93 
Case 3 C5 -10% off-tuned  7.32  101.88 47 
Table 5. 2 Content ofharmonics in source currents (simulation results) 
Order of 
harmonics 
% Without 
compensation 
% With 
compensation 
in  tuned case 
% With 
compensation and 
Cs +10% off-tuned 
% With 
compensation and 
Cs -10% off-tuned 
5
th  77.61  1.60  6.43  1.60 
7th  59.66  1.82  1.37  1.82 
11m  23.92  Negligible  Negligible  Negligible 
13
th  12.04  Negligible  Negligible  Negligible 
17m  7.46  Negligible  Negligible  Negligible 
19
th  7.13  Negligible  Negligible  Negligible 
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5.4.1 Tuned Passive Filters Case 
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5.4.2 Cs +10% Off-tuned Case 
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Chapter 6 Hybrid Series Active Filter 
6.1 Introduction 
Among the hybrid active filter solutions, the hybrid series active filter is attractive and consists of 
a small rated series  active  filter  and tuned LC  passive  filters.  The active  filter has  a small rating, 
typically 5% of  the load kVA rating [16], and is controlled to act as a "harmonic isolator" between the 
supply and load by constraining all the load current harmonics into the passive filters. The harmonic 
isolation feature reduces the need for precise tuning of  the passive filters, allowing their design to be 
insensitive to the  supply impedance. The series active  filter allows the passive filters  to be exactly 
tuned to the dominant load current harmonics, and can also be designed to achieve unity displacement 
power factor (DPF). This scheme facilitates cost effective harmonic compensation of  high peak current 
harmonic front-ends,  since the low cost passive filter can be rated to absorb the peak load harmonic 
current,  as  opposed to  the  series active  filter.  The practical  viability and cost-effectiveness of this 
scheme can be further increased by implementation of low cost power factor correction capacitors as 
passive filters [15]. For multiple large and diverse types of harmonic producing loads in an industrial 
plant, a single hybrid series active filter can be installed at the utility-plant point of  common coupling 
(PCC)  to  meet  IEEE-519  harmonic  standards,  and  hence  achieve  an  optimal  and  cost-effective 
harmonic-free PCC  utility interface solution. Such utility interface applications alleviate concerns of 
low DPF under light load conditions and allow flexibility in the passive filter design. This approach 
can also provide limited line voltage regulation and is easily amenable for retrofit applications - a cost 
effective  solution  for  ASDs  with  input  power  factor  correction  capacitors  that  can  be  utilized  as 
passive filters. The series active filter is coupled to the supply line by a series coupling transformer as 
shown in Figure 6.1. However, series active filters require adequate protection in case of malfunction 
of  the active filter because it is in series with the main system. 
Another important concern is  the impact of supply side voltage distortion on the hybrid active 
filter V  A rating, and the ability of the hybrid active filter to provide harmonic damping or harmonic 
isolation feature  under supply voltage  distortion conditions.  Among the  various hybrid active  filter 
schemes, the hybrid series active filter topology has the least impact on its V  A rating and is best suited 
to  effectively provide harmonic  isolation since  it injects a series harmonic voltage  source  into  the 
supply line. Other hybrid active filter topologies incur significant increase in their V  A ratings if they 
are required to provide damping to supply voltage distortion and may not even be able  to  provide 
effective damping under such condition [16]. Further, the effectiveness of  damping the supply voltage 
distortion depends strongly on the filtering algorithm employed for the extraction of the load current 
harmonics [28]. Vs  VT 
Nonlinear load 
Figure 6.1  Circuit configuration ofhybrid series active filter 55 
6.2 Compensation Principle 
The filtering characteristics of a parallel active filter partially depend on the  source impedance, 
which is not accurately known and is predominately inductive. The impedance of the parallel passive 
filter  should be lower than the  source impedance at a  tuned  frequency  to  provide the  attenuation 
required. Hence the higher the source impedance, the better the filtering characteristics. However, the 
source impedance should exhibit a negligible amount of impedance at the fundamental frequency so 
that  it  does  not cause  an  appreciable  fundamental  voltage  drop.  These  two  requirements,  which 
contradict each other,  can be  satisfied only by inserting an active  impedance in series with the ac 
source. Also, series and parallel resonances in the parallel passive filter, which are partially caused by 
the  inductive  source  impedance,  can be  eliminated by inserting  an active  impedance.  The  active 
impedance can be implemented by a series active filter using voltage-source PWM inverters. 
Figure  6.1  shows  a  system  configuration  of the  hybrid  series  active  filter.  A  passive  filter 
consisting of  a 5
th and 7
th tuned LC filter is paralleled with a three-phase six-pulse diode rectifier front­
end which is considered a typical ASD load. For simplicity in simulation, the dc capacitor which is the 
energy storage device of  the active filter is replaced with a voltage source. The function of the active 
filter is not to directly compensate for the harmonics of  the load, but to isolate the harmonics between 
the  load and the source.  In other words,  it is  to improve the filtering characteristics of the parallel 
passive filter and to solve the problems ofthe parallel passive filter. The series active filter acts not as a 
harmonic "compensator", but as a harmonic "isolator". Hence, the rating of the series active filter is 
much smaller than that of  a conventional parallel active filter. 
For simplicity, assuming that the voltage-source PWM inverter is  an ideal controllable voltage 
source V  c, Figure 6.1  is replaced with Figure 6.2 on a per-phase basis. The three-phase diode front-end 
load is also assumed to be a current source iL  due to the presence of sufficient inductance on the dc 
side. ZF is the equivalent impedance of  the parallel passive filter, and Zs is the source impedance. 
The series active filter is  controlled in such a way as to present zero impedance to the external 
circuit at the fundamental frequency and a high resistance K to source or load harmonics. The control 
scheme will be discussed later. For the fundamental and harmonics, applying the law of superposition 
to Figure 6.2 gives two equivalent circuits, as shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. Here V  SI  is 
the source fundamental voltage and ILl  is the load fundamental current in Figure 6.3, while V  Sh is the 
source harmonic voltage and kh is the load harmonic current in Figure 6.4. As is seen in Figure 6.3, the 
parallel passive filter behaves as a capacitor for power factor improvement, but the series active filter 
does not play any role. Figure 6.4 shows that the series active filter acts as a harmonic isolator between 
the source and load. 56 
Figure 6.2 Equivalent circuit for hybrid series active filter on per-phase base 
Is1  Zs  VT1 
Vc1=O 
+ 
+ 
Vs1 
Figure 6.3 Equivalent circuit for hybrid series active filter at fundamental frequency on per-phase 
base 
Ish 
+ 
Vsh 
Figure 6.4 Equivalent circuit for hybrid series active filter at harmonic frequencies on per-phase 
base 57 
To demonstrate the compensation principle of  the combined system, some important equations are 
derived on the basis of  Figure 6.4. 
6.2.1 Source Harmonic Currents: I~ 
The harmonic current flowing in the source, which is produced by both the load harmonic current 
ILh and the source harmonic voltage V  Sh, is given as follows: 
The first  term on the  right side of (6.1)  means that the  series active filter  acts  as  a  "damping 
resistance",  which  can eliminate  the  parallel  resonance  between the  parallel  passive  filter  and  the 
source impedance. The second term means that the series active filter acts as a "blocking resistance", 
which can prevent the harmonic current produced by the source harmonic voltage from flowing into 
the parallel passive filter. If the resistance K is much larger than the source impedance, variations in 
the source impedance have no effect on the filtering characteristics of the parallel passive filter,  thus 
reducing the source harmonic current to zero, as shown in (6.2). 
6.2.2 OutDut Voltage of  Series Active Filter: V" 
The output voltage of the series active filter,  which is equal to the  harmonic voltage appearing 
across resistance K in Figure 6.4, is given by: 
-KI  -K. ZF1Lh  +VSh VC  - Sh- (6.3)
Zs +ZF +K  
Vc  <::;  ZF1Lh + VSh  if K»  ZS,ZF  (6.4) 

Equation (6.4) implies that the voltage rating of  the series active filter is given as a vector sum of 
the  first term on the  factor of the parallel passive filter,  and the second term, which is  equal to the 
source harmonic voltage. 58 
6.2.3 Filter Harmonic Voltage: VEl! 
The filter harmonic voltage, which is equal to the harmonic voltage appearing across the parallel 
passive filter, is given by: 
v  =- Zs+K  .Z I  +  ZF  .V  (6.5) Fh  Z  +Z  +K  F Lh  Z  +Z  +K  Sh 
S  F  S  F 
(6.6) 
Equation (6.6) shows that the source harmonic voltage does not appear on the load side because it 
applies across the series active filter. 
6.3 Control Scheme 
The hybrid series active filter is controlled to provide its intended function of harmonic isolation 
between the supply and load by injection of a controlled harmonic voltage source. It is controlled to 
offer zero impedance (short circuit) at the fundamental frequency and high impedance (ideally open 
circuit) at all desired harmonic frequencies. This constrains all load harmonic currents to flow into the 
passive filter, decoupling the supply and load at all frequencies, except at the fundamental. This results 
in only fundamental frequency series active filter current and hence supply current and thereby allows 
conceptually  a  simple  controller  implementation  for  the  series  active  filter.  A  simple  controller 
implementation can be achieved by measurement ofthe supply current or the series active filter current 
and involves extraction of the fundamental supply current which forms  the current reference for the 
series active filter inverter. This provides zero impedance (short circuit) at the fundamental frequency. 
The series active filter inverter is controlled as a current controlled harmonic voltage source. Since all 
the load harmonic currents are constrained to flow into the passive filter,  the passive filter terminal 
voltage will have distortion dependent on the harmonic frequency versus impedance characteristics of 
the passive filter. Hence the design of  the passive filter is critical for reduction of  voltage distortion at 
the passive filter terminal and rating of  the series filter. Note that the series active filter is controlled as 
an  active  impedance  as  opposed  to  the  conventional  parallel  and  series  active  filters  which  are 
controlled as a current source (infinite impedance) and voltage source (zero impedance) respectively. 
Operation and harmonic isolation feature of  the hybrid series active filter system is strongly dependent 
on the filtering algorithm employed, and the series active filter inverter bandwidth. 
In simulation, the controller is applied as shown in Figure 6.5. Modified "p-q" theory, as described 
in  Chapter 2,  is  applied  in  extracting  harmonic  components  in  the  source  currents.  Fundamental 
components are transformed into dc quantities and all harmonics are transformed to non-dc quantities a,b,c coordinate  sym;i{f--~~-+(>O-----, 
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Figure 6.5 Controller applying "p-q" theory ofhybrid series active filter 60 
and undergo a frequency shift of  60 Hz in the spectrum. The controller extracts the dc quantities by a 
low pass filter (LPF) and hence  it is  insensitive to phase errors.  The control reference signals are 
obtained  by  reverse  "p-q" transformation  of the  non-dc  quantities  after  extracting  dc  component 
corresponding to fundamental frequency component. A first-order low pass filter is used to extract dc 
component. In the controller a negative feedback of  a fundamental component corresponding inverter 
output voltage across the series transformer is added to the reference signal. Again, modified ''p-q'' 
theory is used to extract the series transformer fundamental output voltage. 
A PI  regulator is  used in the control  loop to minimize the control error. The reference output 
voltage is compared with a triangle carrier, generating PWM switching patterns. Here the frequency of 
the  triangle  carrier is  10kHz. Therefore  the  series  active  filter operates as  a  controllable  voltage 
source, thus a voltage-source PWM inverter is used for the series active filter. 
6.4 Simulation Results 
A PSpice version 9.0 simulation of the  series hybrid active  filter topology was done for three 
different cases: tuned 5
th  and 7
th  passive filters, -10% off-tuned 5
th  passive filter capacitor and + 1  0% 
off-tuned 5
th  passive filter capacitor respectively to verify the harmonic cancellation capability and its 
insensitivity to passive parameter variation. The simulated system configuration is  shown in Figure 
6.1,  and the control scheme discussed in the previous section shown in Figure 6.2  is  applied.  For 
simplicity the dc control loop is replaced with a dc voltage source in the active filter inverter.  The 
system parameters  are  listed in  Appendix  A.  Passive  filter  values  of different cases  are  given  in 
Appendix B.  It is  assumed in the  simulation that there  is  no  distortion of the  supply voltage.  The 
PSpice version 9.0 simulation implementation of  hybrid series active filter is shown in Appendix C.3. 
Figure 6.6 shows the load current of the diode rectifier front-end used in the simulation both in the 
time domain and the frequency domain. 
Figures 6.7-6.11 are the simulation results for tuned 5
th
,  7
th passive filters case, and Figures 6.12­
6.16 and 6.17-6.21  correspond to +10% off-tuned Cs and -10% off-tuned Cs case respectively. Table 
6.1  summarizes the simulation results with respect to the compensation of  source currents. From Table 
6.2, the compensated supply current THD is reduced from 90.55%, 94.8%, 93.82% to 8.64%, 12.4% 
and  13.0% respectively.  But if only the passive filter is  used to sink the dominant harmonics,  the 
corresponding THDs are 23.3%, 78.05% and 52.37%.  It is  clear that the parameter variation in the 
passive filter does not affect the filtering characteristic of  the series hybrid active filter much though it 
deteriorates the passive filter results substantially. For the same load condition, higher source current - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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THD results for the off-tuned passive filter case. This is expected since the impedance of the passive 
filter to dominant Sth and 7th load current is higher in off-tuned case. 
Table 6. 1 Hybrid series active filter compensation results in three different cases 
Source current 
THD(%) 
Load current THD(%) 
Case 1 tuned Sm and 7mpassive 
filter 
8.64  89.22 
Case 2 C5 +10% off-tuned  13.0  92.1S 
Case 2 C5 -10% off-tuned  12.4  93.30 
Comparing Figures 6.8, 6.13 and 6.18 with Figures 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, the passive filter sinks most of 
the harmonics even if the passive filter is  off-tuned. And in Figures 6.9, 6.14 and 6.19, the voltage 
across the transformer, which is  the voltage injected by the active filter in the  system is low.  From 
Figure 6.11, 6.16 and 6.21, the line to line voltage ofthe inverter ac side is much smaller than the other 
two hybrid active filter topologies, thus the VA rating ofthe active filter inverter can be designed small 
in comparison with the load. And from the component ofthe injected voltage, it shows a comparatively 
high value in the dominant harmonics, which means high impedance at those harmonic frequencies 
thus forcing the harmonic into the passive filter. This isolates the load harmonics from the source. 
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6.4.1 Tuned Passive Filters Case 
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Figure 6.9 Active filter injected voltage across the series transfonner with and w/o filter out 
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6.4.2 Cs +10% Off-tuned Case 
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Chapter 7 Summary of Results and Conclusion 
7.1 Comparison of Hybrid Active Filters with Passive Filters 
Passive filters provide an economical and efficient approach for harmonic cancellation in power 
systems as seen in the simulation results in Chapter 3. From Table 3.1, the supply current THD shows 
a considerable reduction provided the passive filters work on a tuned frequency.  They also have the 
advantage of easy installation and simple protection. However, filtering characteristics of the passive 
filter  strongly  depend  on operating  conditions,  i.e.  their  capability deteriorates  even  with  a  small 
variation of its component value which is inevitable because of  weather changes, aging, etc. And they 
might cause the serious problems in the power system listed in Chapter 1,  including sensitive to the 
parameter variation,  resonance possibility with source and load impedance,  sensitive  to  the  source 
impedance, etc. 
Hybrid active filters provide improved harmonic compensation capabilities at the penalty of  initial 
investment cost and complicated control and protection.  All three  hybrid active filters  discussed in 
previous Chapters have better harmonic compensating characteristics than the passive filter,  and are 
insensitive to passive filter parameter variation. Compared with a purely active filter, hybrid topologies 
have lower V  A ratings of  the active filter part thus reducing the initial cost. Each topology has distinct 
advantages and disadvantages which will be addressed in the next section. 
7.2 Comparison of Three Different Hybrid Active Filters 
To simplify the description, Topology I,  II and III are assigned to the hybrid active filter with an 
active filter in series with passive filter (Figure 4.1), parallel active filter plus parallel passive filter 
(Figure 5.1), and hybrid series active filter (Figure 6.1) respectively in the following discussion. 71 
Table 7. 1 Comparison of  hybrid active filters 
Configuration  Topology I (Figure 4.1)  Topology II (Figure 5.1)  Topology III 
(Figure 6.1) 
Function  of  active 
filter 
Harmonic  damping  or 
harmonic compensation, 
voltage regulation 
Harmonic  compensation 
or  harmonic  damping, 
voltage regulation 
Harmonic 
isolation  and 
harmonic 
damping 
Advantages  Significantly reduced 
active filter rating 
Already existing parallel 
passive filter applicable 
Easy protection of  active 
filter 
Reduced  active  filter 
rating 
Already existing parallel 
passive filter applicable 
Easy protection of active 
filter 
Significantly 
reduced  active 
filter rating 
Already  existing 
parallel  passive 
filter applicable 
Inverter  complexity: 
number of  switches 
6  6  6 
Vde requirement  Small, support harmonic 
current injecting 
Large,  comparable  to 
system  line-to-line 
voltage  to  suppress 
fundamental  current 
flowing  into  active  filter, 
and  support  harmonic 
current 
Small, 
generating 
harmonic voltage 
block harmonics 
Switch voltage rating  Moderate  High  Small 
Need transformer  No  No  Yes 
Harmonic  cancellation 
capability 
Good  Good  Good 
Other function  Voltage  regulation,  var 
compensation, 
resonance damping 
Voltage  regulation,  var 
compensation 
Resonance 
damping 
Protection requirement  Normal  Normal  High 
requirement 
Installation  Fair  Easy  Complex 
Reliability  Good  Good  Low 72 
Table 7.1  Comparison ofhybrid active filters (continued) 
Configuration  Topology I (Figure 4.1)  Topology II (Figure 5.1)  Topology III (Figure 
6.1) 
Problems of  issue  Phase  shift  and  passive 
filter  fundamental 
impedance estimation 
Small  rating  of  active 
filter 
Limited 
compensation 
harmonic 
Share  compensation  In 
frequency  domain 
between  active  filter  and 
passive filter 
Resonance between active 
filter  and  passive  filter 
may occur 
Unsuitable  for  high  peak 
harmonic current 
harmonic current may 
flow from source to 
parallel passive filters 
Switching  ripple 
propa~ation 
Difficult to protect 
active filter against 
over-current 
No  reactive  power 
control,  very  limited 
voltage regulation 
Existing  possible 
resonance  between 
passive filter and the 
source 
Table 7.1  summarizes the comparison of  three different hybrid active filters. The aim of  all three 
topologies is to  combine passive filter robustness with active filter performance,  improving system 
reliability [31]. Topology I allows the active filter to regulate the amount ofharmonics flowing into the 
passive unit. The current flowing through the active filter is the same current of  the passive filter, i.e. 
the harmonic current of the load plus the fundamental current flowing through the passive filter. The 
operation principle of  Topology II is based on the injection into the system of  compensating harmonic 
currents due to  distorting load operation after passive filters.  A proper control unit is  employed to 
produce a current reference as close as possible to the harmonic current in the ac system. The goal of 
Topology III is to operate the active filter as a short circuit for line frequency and as an open circuit for 
harmonic currents. With this scheme, harmonics are forced to flow through passive filters, achieving 
harmonic isolation between the source and the load. Therefore, the series active filter is sized only to a 
fraction ofthe total compensating power and the overall cost is limited. 
All three topologies use the same PWM voltage source inverter, so the number of  switches are the 
same. In Topology I the active filter is controlled to absorb fixed fundamental current, forcing passive 
filter  network  maintain  fundamental  voltage,  and  injecting  compensating  harmonic  current.  In 
Topology II, the parallel active filter sustains  fundamental  line voltage.  In Topology III,  the active 
filter is only controlled to inject harmonic voltages through coupling transformers. Thus topologies I 
and III have the advantage of lower V  A ratings of  the active filter over Topology II. And Topology II 
needs higher inverter dc  voltage,  putting more stress on the  switches compared with the other two 
topologies. But the series hybrid active filter needs series coupling transformers, which increase the 73 
initial invest cost. Topology I and II have advantages of  simpler protection and installation requirement 
over Topology  III.  The  introduced coupling transformer also  increases  the  protection requirement. 
Because the coupling transformer is series connected with the source and the load, Topology III must 
provide a bypass and proper protection when the active filter part fails to work, therefore, it decreases 
the system reliability. 
From a control strategy point of view,  Topology I needs passive filter fundamental  impedance 
estimation  and -90
0  phase  shift,  which  is  difficult  to  control  precisely.  In  addition  to  harmonic 
compensation, Topology I can be controlled to provide voltage regulation [12, 14], damping resonance 
[24]. It ensures no resonance possibilities between the source impedance and the passive filter or the 
load and the passive filter.  Unlike Topology II, even in the passive filter off-tuned case, its current 
keeps the same as the tuned case, but with a bit more harmonic voltage drop, thus it will not increase 
the active filter inverter rating significantly. Because the active filter compensating ability is affected 
by the impedance ofthe passive filter, it has limited harmonic compensation capability. 
Topology II  is  preferred in the  overall displacement power factor specification over other two 
topologies.  In  [32],  it  is  controlled  as  a  power  quality  conditioner  for  reactive  power 
compensation/regulation. In [33], it is controlled as a variable reactance to prevent harmonic resonance 
in  interconnected offshore  power systems:  the  active  filter  is  considered as  an adjustable  parallel 
capacitance or inductance that shifts the system resonant modes away from the excitation source. [34] 
points  out,  under  proper  control  strategy  and  installation  site,  Topology  II  provides  damping  of 
harmonic propagation in power distribution systems. 
In [21], it shows that Topology II is not suitable for compensating voltage harmonic source loads. 
It is  found that Topology II  is not suitable for high peak harmonic current loads due to  their large 
rating requirement. Furthermore, large rated PWM inverters with high current bandwidth have higher 
losses and cost penalties. Hence, the efficiency of  a large rated parallel active filter is a constraint for 
harmonic compensation at high power levels. Also, parallel active filter systems need to address line 
interaction of switching ripple filter with supply/load, operation under supply voltage distortion and 
unbalanced supply/load conditions [27,28]. Interaction of the switching ripple filter with supply/load 
can be damped within the bandwidth of active  filter inverter, by incorporating an "active damping" 
feature in the active filter controller. It is possible that compensating current injected by the parallel 
active filter may flow into the parallel passive filter. In off-tuned case, the active filter supplies most 5
th 
harmonic current, putting stresses on the active filter. 
From [21],  Topology III  fits  better for  a harmonic  voltage source type  load than Topology II. 
Since ASDs are the most widely used harmonic generating load in the power systems, it is suggested 
that Topology I and II to be applied for harmonic compensation for ASD load. 74 
7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
This research is a preliminary study of hybrid active filters for harmonic compensation in power 
systems, with the results based on PSpice version 9.0 computer simulations. Future work is required to 
implement the hybrid active filter designs and explore potential applications ofthe hybrid active filters. 
Some ideas leading to potential work are given below: 
I)  Proper controller  should be  designed  extracting  harmonic  components  and generating  control 
references, considering time delay of  the controller. And careful design of  the active filter inverter 
dc side voltage controller is required to ensure active filter compensating capability and dynamic 
response. 
2) 	 In  a  specific  application,  rules  of the  active  filter  and passive  filter  should be controlled and 
specified, otherwise higher bandwidth ofthe active filter is required. 
3) 	 In this study, only a balanced purely sinusoidal supply voltage case is addressed. It is beneficial to 
investigate hybrid active filters applications with a distorted supply voltage, or unbalanced system, 
or three-phase four-wire systems. 75 
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Appendix A System Parameters of the Simulated System 
Source voltage: Vll,nns=480 V 
Source inductance: Ls=O.l  mH 
Line inductance: Ld=O.l  mH 
Dc side line inductance LcIc=O.25 mH 
Dc side capacitance: Cdc=2.5 mF 
Load resistance RLoad=50 Q 
Tuned 5
th passive filter: Cs=53.1 uF, Ls=5.31  mH, Rs=20 mQ 
Tuned 7
th passive filter: C.,=37.9 uF L.,=3.79 mH, R.,=20mQ 79 
Appendix B Passive Filter Parameters 
Table B. 1 5
th and 7
th Tuned passive filter component values with off-tuned cases 
cases  L5 
mH 
C5 
uF 
Freq 
Hzlfo 
L7 
mH 
C7 
uF 
Freq 
Hzlfo 
Perfect 
tuned 
5.3  53.1  300/5.0  3.79  37.9  42017.0 
C5 -10% 
off-tuned 
5.3  47.79  316.24/5.27  3.79  37.9  42017.0 
C5 +10% 
off-tuned 
5.3  58.41  286.05/4.77  3.79  37.9  42017.0 80 
Appendix C PSpice Simulation System Configuration 
C.t  PSpice Simulation  Implementation 	of Hybrid  Active  Filter  Consisting of an  Active  Filter 
Connected in Series with Passive Filters 
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C.2 PSpice Simulation Implementation of Hybrid Parallel Active Filter 
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